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Education 

PhD, Department of Agricultural, Environmental, and Development Economics,   

                                                         The  Ohio State University    Expected                    Dec    2016                                                                               

M.A,  Department of Economics,     The Ohio State University                                       2007~ 2009 

M.S,   Department of Agricultural, Environmental, and Development Economics   

                                                         The Ohio State University                                        2005~2007 

MBA, Fisher College of Business,     The Ohio State University                                        2002~2004 

 

Dissertation 

Title: The Wage Premium and Market Structure: The Case of South Korea and Taiwan 

Principal Advisor: Mario Miranda 

Co-Advisor: Ani Katchova 

Other References 1: Stan Thompson 

Other References 2: Brian Roe   

 

Publications: 

Journal article:  

Diekmann, Florian, CaxiliaLoibl, Marvin T, Batte  and Meng-Fen Yen (2012). " Economic 
Experiment to Judge Farmers' Willingness to Trade Distance and Taxes for Quality Extension 
Services. Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy (SSCI, Impact Facotor: 1.621) 
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Conference Publication: 

Hitzhusen, F., Yen, N., and Schieffer, J. (2008)."Willingness to Pay for LID Environmental 
Benefits. Low Impact Development", pp. 34-52.ISBN (print): 978-0-7844-1007-3 Publisher: 
American Society of Civil Engineers. 

 

Conference Presentation: 

Meng-Fen Yen, Mario Miranda(2013)."The Wage Premium and Market Structure: The Case of 
South Korea and Taiwan". Selected Paper prepared for presentation at the Agricultural & Applied 
Economics Association's 2013 .AAEA & CAES Joint Annual Meeting, Washington, DC, August 4-
6, 2013. 

 

Professional and Academic Experiences 

Department of Agricultural, Environmental, Development Economics, The Ohio State University 

Research Assistant                                                                                                              2010-2013 

 Conducting statistical analyses and results interpretation with USDA data. 
 Building Model and test it empirically. 

Research Assistant                                                                                                              2007-2009 

 Collaboration of Ohio Farmers' Survey 
 Conducting data Analysis for Ohio Farmer's Survey.                                        

 

Research Assistant                                                                                                              2005-2007 

 Teaming up with local NGO on river restoration projects. 
 Economic Evaluation of the benefits the Ohio River Restoration Project by application of 

Benefit-Cost Analysis with GIS data. 

 

Teaching Assistant 

 Courses 
 AEDECON7120 Applied Quantitative Methods I    Prof Mario Miranda            Fall     2013       
 AEDECON711   Applied Data Analysis   Prof. Stan Thompson                         Fall     2010 
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 AEDECON802Advanced Computational Economics     
                                                                    Prof Mario Miranda                         Spring  2010       

 AEDECON802Advanced Computational Economics     
                                                                    Prof Mario Miranda                         Fall      2009 
 

 

       

Research  

Working Papers 

"Wage Premium, Market Structure and Trade" 

We seek to understand why the difference between wages earned by skilled and unskilled labor, the 
so-called “wage premium”, varies across developing countries, using South Korea and Taiwan as 
empirical case studies.  South Korea and Taiwan are both small developing countries with export-led 
economies that enjoy relatively high incomes compared to their Asian counterparts (excluding Japan).  
Between 1990 and 2000, Taiwan experienced a decrease in the wage premium, while South Korea 
remained the same wage premium.  In particular, during that period, the wage premium fell from 67% 
to 25% in Taiwan, but remains around 44% in South Korea (Helms et al, 1999; Choi and Jeong, 2005); 
the trend continued through 2012 according statistics published by South Korean and Taiwanese 
Ministries of Labor.     

The puzzling question is then: why is the wage premium in South Korea much higher than in Taiwan? 
In an effort to resolve the puzzle, we theorize that cross-country variation in the wage premium arises 
from differences in the degree of competition in markets for differentiated goods.  Taiwanese firms 
are small and operate in a monopolistic competitive environment, whereas South Korean firms are 
larger and enjoy more government support (Feenstra and Hanson, 1993; Rodrik, 1994).  In our paper, 
we explore whether these differences in market structure can account for the observed differences in 
the wage premium between the two countries.   

To understand the impact of competition on the wage premium, we build and analyze a general 
equilibrium model of two trading partners, one a small developing country with a relatively low skilled 
labor endowment and the other a large developed country with a relatively high skilled labor 
requirement.  The trading partners produce and trade two types of goods, a homogenous good and a 
differentiated good, both of which are produced using two types of labor, skilled and unskilled.  We 
analyze the model under different assumptions regarding the competitiveness of the differentiated 
good market and find that the wage premium in the developing country will be higher if the market 
for the differentiated good is characterized by oligopolistic competition rather than monopolistic 
competition. 
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“An Analysis of Optimal Taxation using Computational Method in Ricardian Model” 

My second paper explores how the difference in the level of the public taxation conducted by the 
government to improve labor productivity affects the trade patterns between the countries with 
different technologies.  My model is built upon DFS Ricardian model that goods are ranked 
continuously between 0 and 1 and in increasing order of product quality. There are two countries, 
one North country, and one South country; the North country is technologically more advantaged 
than the South country, i.e. North has higher labor productivity than South. Goods are perfect 
competitive that prices are determined by marginal costs (in the long run) and comparative 
advantages determines the trade pattern. Preferences are homothetic and are assumed to be the 
same across countries. There is only one factor for both N and S country, labor. 

In a Ricardian world, if both countries, N and S would like to improve their labor productivity 
through taxation in improving labor productivity, is it welfare improving or welfare decreasing? 
What happens to wages if government commits to improving labor productivity? If government 
expenditure in labor productivity improvement becomes strategic game of Stackelberg form and of 
Nash form, how would utilities change in strategic game situations?  

I use numerical method to analyze how government’s labor productivity improvement spending will 
shape the trade patterns between North and South country. By allowing variations in different level 
of government expenditure that leads to changes of the comparative advantage, we have shown the 
determinants of trade pattern when both governments intervene to improve labor productivity, in 
particular, who produced what, the determination of trade pattern, wage, and result of a duopoly 
games in cases where one government is a leader in spending. 

The results show that: wages increase with the government expenditure in improving labor 
productivity. The increase of that of government expenditure may be welfare increasing or 
decreasing, depending on the relative size of the two countries and the relative level of that 
expenditure is. If one country spends heavily and the other spends less, then the role of North and 
South switches that South, will produce higher quality goods. If North and South engage in a 
duopoly game, then, in the case of Nash game, there exist a Nash equilibrium that the South country 
needs to invest more than the North. In the Stackelberg game case, if country 1 is the leader of the 
game, then there exists an optimal level of government expenditure that the representative agent’s 
utility is maximized. If country 2 is the leader of the game, then there also exists an optimal level of 
government expenditure that the representative agent’s utility is maximized in country 2. This is to 
say that in a bilateral game situation, if government taxation is served to improve labor productivity, 
it is actually welfare improving if that country is a Stackelberg game leader.   
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Courses to Teach: 

1. Middle level Economics 

2. Managerial Economics 

3. International Trade 

4. Policy Evaluation-Benefit Cost Analysis 

5. Industrial Organization 

 

 

Language: 

Proficient in English, Chinese and Taiwanese. 


